For the automatic punctuation of Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) output, both prosodic and text based features are used, often in combination. Pure prosody based approaches usually have low computation needs, introduce little latency (delay) and they are also more robust to ASR errors. Text based approaches usually yield better performance, they are however resource demanding (both regarding their training and computational needs), often introduce high time latency and are more sensitive to ASR errors. The present paper proposes a lightweight prosody based punctuation approach following a new paradigm: we argue in favour of an all-inclusive modelling of speech prosody instead of just relying on distinct acoustic markers: first, the entire phonological phrase structure is reconstructed, then its close correlation with punctuations is exploited in a sequence modelling approach with recurrent neural networks. With this tiny and easy to implement model we reach performance in Hungarian punctuation comparable to large, text based models for other languages by keeping resource requirements minimal and suitable for real-time operation with low latency.
Introduction
Punctuation recovery for Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) output is a known problem in speech technology. The importance of having punctuations in automatically generated text has been outlined many times [1] , [2] , as this is important both for human readibility, but also for subsequent processing with text based tools. Two basic approaches are used for automatic punctuation, mostly in combination: (i) Prosody Based approaches (hereafter PB) and (ii) Text or lexical Based approaches (hereafter TB).
PB approaches exploit acoustic markers and attempt to link these to required punctuations in the text. Features derived from fundamental frequency (F0), energy and durations have been successfully used for automatic punctuation. In [3] , the authors used pause and phoneme duration with F0 statistics in a finite state model and also in a Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP) approach for punctuation. In [4] Shriberg et al. report 82.4 % overall accuracy by 23.6% efficiency in a punctuation subtask of topic segmentation with disallowed lexical and promoted prosodic features in a decision tree approach. In [2] , Batista et al. use word and syllable based statistics of prosodic features with a maximum entropy based classifier and report an overall impact of 69% of prosody in a punctuation task for English broadcast news ASR transcripts with prosodic and lexical features. A very often used acoustic-prosodic feature in hybrid PB-TB punctuation is pause duration, as it is easily available from the ASR step and especially as it shows high correlation with punctuation marks [3] . Statistics computed from F0, especially slopes come into the second place as they infer with intonation, crucial in identifying sentence ends, continuation rise (often followed by a comma) and interrogative modality [2] .
Early TB approaches proposed to add punctuation marks to the N-gram language model of the ASR as hidden events [4] , [5] . More sophisticated sequence modelling approaches were also inspired by this idea: a transducer alike approach getting a non punctuated text as input is capable of predicting punctuation as was presented in numerous works [2] , [6] , [7] , with frameworks built on top of Hidden Markov Models (HMM), maximum entropy models or conditional random fields etc. Applying a monolingual translation paradigm for this sequence modelling task was proposed in [8] . Recently, sequence-to-sequence modelling deep neural network based solutions have been also presented: taking a large wordcontext and projecting the words via an embedding layer into a bidirectional Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), high quality punctuation could be achieved in English and Estonian [9] .
TB approaches require large training corpora, especially if they benefit from word-embeddings, and are computationally more expensive than pure PB approaches. For agglutinating languages, such as Hungarian, TB approaches suffer from the exploding dictionary as well. TB approaches may introduce a latency which is not tolerable in real-time modes. As ASR also needs much computation and may have large memory requirements for decoding, computational load may also become crucial. In this paper, we intend to propose a lightweight and pure PB approach, which first captures the information structure of the utterance relying on speech prosody. We may observe that although the feature set is often called 'prosodic' in many punctuation applications, supra-segmental processing in the strict sense is rarely addressed; rather, static features are extracted around word boundaries to decide for a slot whether a punctuation mark is necessary. Compared to this, the proposed approach treats an utterance as a prosodically coherent entity, and performs a phonological phrase alignment via a simple and fast Viterbi-decoding with a lightweight HMM model. This step is supposed to capture a part of the information structure as far as reflected by prosody. By relying on the phrase sequence and timing, and also exploiting pause duration, a tiny RNN architecture is proposed to predict punctuation marks.
The paper first presents the phonological phrasing approach, then introduces the RNN model built to predict punctuation based on the phrase sequence. Results obtained for punctuation in Hungarian are discussed and, finally, concluded.
Phonological Phrasing
A phonological phrase (PP) is defined as a prosodic unit, characterized by an own and singe stress and some following intonation contour [10] . In the prosodic hierarchy, PPs are placed between the better known intonational phrases and prosodic words. The strength and the place of the stress within the PP, as well as its intonational contour may vary, depending on higher (utterance or IP) level prosodic and additional syntactic or semantic/pragmatic constraints. We interpret PPs as linked to the word sequence, i.e. a PP always begins and ends at word boundaries and hence, can correspond to a single word or a group of words in the utterance [11] . PPs reflect the information structure [12] by providing a layering of the conveyed information, per se limited by the syntax/phonology interface, as prosodic and syntactic structure are closely related, but not identical [13] .
In [14] , a HMM approach was proposed, further enhanced by [11] , to automatically recover the PP structure of speech utterances. The algorithm involves a modelling step carried out by machine learning for the 7 different PP models in Hungarian for declarative modality (as presented in Table 1 [11]). Hungarian has fixed stress on the first syllable. The HMM PP models use prosodic features -continuous F0 and energy streams, with added deltas calculated with several different time spans to reflect short and long term tendencies of the features. PP entities are treated in a very similar way to the acoustic models used in conventional ASR systems. Also, the Viterbi alignment which yields the PP alignment for the utterances is similar to the one known in ASR, but here, the recognition network is very simple, consisting of a simple loop over the 7 possible PP classes. Given the acoustic models of the PPs are also very simple (11-state left-to-right models with only up to 4 Gaussian mixtures for the 7 PP classes), automatic phonological phrasing has very low resource requirements. Just like in an ASR system, backtracking is possible at intermittent points if a longer continuous speech stream is processed. Details of the approach, including acoustic feature extraction, training data, parameter settings and exhaustive evaluation for automatic phrasing, stress detection and word-boundary detection were presented in [11] , hence the reader is referred to [11] and [14] for more information. Here we briefly mention that precision and recall of phrase boundaries was 0.89 for Hungarian on a read speech corpus (for the operation point characterized by equal precision and recall).
As PPs are defined such that their boundaries coincide with word boundaries, and by taking into account their location and role within the IP (IP initial, IP terminal with descending contour or with continuation rise, IP internal with high/medium/little prosodic stress etc.), we observe and hypothesize, that the automatically aligned PP sequence reflects to some extent the information structure [12] and hence is expected to show a high correlation with punctuation marks required in the corresponding transcripts of the utterance. We intend to exploit this in automatic punctuation as explained in the subsequent sections.
We consider a novelty and a strength of the PP alignment approach that it treats an utterance as a meaningful entity in terms of its inherent prosodic structure and logic, and tries to interpret this on its own, i.e. without focusing only on slots around hypothesized word boundaries. In other words, the approach allows for a temporally contrastive (in the supra-segmental sense) and coherent processing of speech prosody.
Phrase Sequence Modelling and Punctuation

Phrase Sequence Features
In the first step toward automatic punctuation, the automatic PP alignment is performed as described in Section 2. The ASR output is put in parallel to the automatic PP alignment in order to have word hypothesis information (where the words begin and end, and whether there is a pause in between them). Based on these alignments (word and PP hypotheses), the following set of features is extracted: (1) the label of the PP (P P label , out of the 7 possible classes); (2) the duration of the PP (P P dur , in milliseconds); (3) the pause duration from the ASR, where the PP ends (SIL dur , in milliseconds). The pause duration is set to zero if there is no word ending in the ±250ms vicinity of the hypothesized end of the PP. If there are multiple pauses in this interval, the closest to PP ending wins. Please note, that the PP alignment is not required and is not able to recover short pauses, as a 250 ms minimum constraint is applied in it to prevent misclassifications resulting from unvoiced, low energy speech segments. This is the rationale of including SIL dur features from the ASR output.
Please note also some particularities of the proposed approach in contrast to standard punctuation approaches: usually, slots for punctuation are considered following each word in the text or transcript. We keep this definition for consistency with other works, but we assess slots for every PP. By definition, a PP starts and ends at word boundaries. Even supposing a 100% accurate automatic phrasing, not every word boundary is a PP boundary. Hence, we lose part of the potential slots for a punctuation mark, we hope these missed slots are mostly empty slots (with no required punctuation). In the evaluation section (in subsection 4.1), we present a methodology to evaluate this loss; and we also compensate for the differences in slot treatment and make our approach comparable to standard approaches assessing each slot following a word boundary. Of course, automatic phrasing is not perfect, errors may occur resulting in a PP boundary not coinciding with any word boundary. In this case, punctuation target is treated as empty both for training and testing of our punctuation system. PP density can be controlled by an insertion log likelihood parameter. The more dense the PP alignment gets, the less latency results from waiting for the one additional PP after the target slot (see the RNN topology and the target slot of the output in subsection 3.2). Average PP duration is 270 ms by the densest alignment used in the experiments (this indeed may already be shorter than average word duration). We do not use alignments with density resulting in over 1 sec average PP duration.
RNN Phrase Sequence Model
The extracted features are regarded as a sequence, are windowed and fed into the RNN-based phrase sequence model. The window spans W = 2..10 PPs and their corresponding features. The single target slot (output of the RNN) for punctuation prediction is always the slot W − 1 one, preceding the last PP in the sequence. The window is shifted by one step once a new PP is available to the right. The window span is optimized later, hence it is left as a tunable parameter. P P label features are onehot encoded, P P dur and SIL dur are Z-normalized on utt basis prior to feeding them to the network.
Regarding punctuations, we assess periods and commas, as in the corpora available for the experiments, question marks and exclamation marks are heavily underrepresented. In order to prevent working with a severely imbalanced dataset, we map question and exclamation marks to periods. Semicolons and colons are also mapped to periods, leading citation quotes are removed, terminal ones are mapped to comma, together with dashes. For revealing questions based on prosody, [2] proposed an approach, in this paper we focus only on phrasing related comma and sentence terminal period (full stop) recovery.
The initial approach is to adopt a 2-layered recurrent neural network, its recurrent layers both consist of LSTM cells. During the development phase of the model, several different topologies and parameter-sets have been implemented. The window size and the number of feature steams used can be easily modified, they were tested alongside the different topologies. We started with unidirectional layers, but during training we observed better fitting with bidirectional layers, hence we moved on toward a BiLSTM. Despite targeting the W − 1 slot exclusively, a bidirectional approach using very limited future context slightly outperformed unidirectional models on the validation set. For a complete overview of bidirectional networks we refer the reader to [15] .
The first layer of our final network is made out of 20 LSTM cells with inner sigmoid activations. We add a dropout layer with a dropout rate of 0.25, while the second BiLSTM layer is made out of 40 units with 0.3 dropout. The two recurrent layers are followed by a fully-connected layer, its activation function is defined as a softmax nonlinearity.
The network is trained using the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001 and by using adaptive estimates of lowerorder moments [16] . We perform up to 30 epochs, but also apply early stopping with a patience of 5 epochs to prevent overfitting. Class-weighting is applied to compensate for the imbalanced nature of the data.
For such a lightweight network, training is not time consuming; even on CPU the network can be trained within 3-5 minutes on a standard 8 core Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-6600K CPU @ 3.50GHz workstation.
Speech Corpora and ASR
Hungarian BABEL [17] , a read speech database recorded from non-professional native speakers is used to train the RNN phrase sequence model. The corpus contains approx. 2K utterances, with 3K comma and 2K periods. There are almost 20K word slots and 7K -20K PP slots, the latter depending on the density of the PP alignment controlled by the phrase insertion log likelihood parameter. A 10% subset of the training set is reserved for validation, and another 10% for testing.
We also test on a Broadcast News (BN) corpus [18] of 50 short blocks with 3K words, 300 comma and 500 period slots. This material is an ASR hypothesis obtained by WER=10.5%.
Results
Metrics
The commonly used approach in punctuation is to decide on punctuation for slots following each word in the text (word slots). In our approach we consider slots where PPs end (PP slots). As explained in section 3.3, thereby we may miss some word slots with punctuation and also insert slots which are not located between two words. In order to make our approach comparable to standard approaches which consider slots following each word, we adopt an evaluation scheme as follows: although our system is trained on and makes predictions for PP slots, we transform this to word slots by dropping all PP slots with unmatched word slot in time alignment (hereafter unmatched PP slots) and inserting a blank label prediction to noncovered word slots. During the normal operation of the punctuation system, only dropping of unmatched PP slots is necessary, inserting blank punctuations for uncovered word slots makes no sense, of course.
We use precision (Pr), recall (Rc), F1-measure (F1) and Slot Error Rate (SER) [19] as evaluation metrics, and present these numbers corrected for word slots. We also evaluate the Slot Miss Ratio (SMR), defined as the ratio of unmatched PP slots over all word slots with non-blank punctuation.
Evaluation of Punctuation
The RNN punctuation model yields posteriors for each punctuation class (comma, period). Based on these, an operation curve can be plotted for precision and recall. Fig. 1 shows operation curves for comma and period punctuation based on a dense (logPins = 0) and on a sparse (logPins = −50) PP alignment on the BABEL test set (word boundaries and SIL dur obtained by forced alignment). In operating points more relevant for exploitation (high precision), not much difference is seen between a dense and a sparse alignment. By choosing the label with the highest posterior as the predicted punctuation, we also report overall performance metrics for individual operating points completed by SER and SMR in Table 2 . By decreasing PP density, SMR increases from 2% to 5%. At higher recall rates of the operation curve, especially regarding commas, sparse PP alignment performs better, although we consider that if precision is below a threshold, punctuation errors, even if associated with a higher recall, start to be disturbing for the user (reader) and hence we propose to maintain the system operating in the most upper quartile of the PR diagram. Using dense alignment is moreover advantageous from the perspective of SMR and latency, as the denser the PP alignment, the lower becomes the average P P dur .
Regarding the window span for sequence generation at the output, we observed modest impact on performance with W = 4 being the optimal choice (for most of the tested PP densities). Longer windows did not result in improved performance, hence we propose to use a short window to make the punctuation model even simpler.
Beside a forced alignment version, we evaluated punctuation on data taken from ASR output for the BABEL test set (WER=7.5%). Given our feature streams interfere only with pause duration features from the ASR, and that PP alignment is independent, this influences only slightly punctuation results (see Table 2 ), and shows a very robust punctuation approach. Recall of commas is lower for ASR output by augmented SMR. With the broadcast news (BN) corpus (ASR with WER=10.5%), punctuation results for commas drop drastically (Table 2) . By adapting the RNN models (running +10 epochs on adaptation data) on held out BN data, we notice modest improvement only in period precision (for commas, only the operation point is shifted by same F1). We think that signal level acoustic mismatch between BABEL and BN influences less the performance of the RNN punctuation model than does the speaking style: we suppose that the poorer comma recovery in the BN case is caused by the speaking style, i.e. acousticprosodic marking of comma slots is less characteristic. We suppose that syntax can convey the structural information as news tend to have clear and standard syntax. Given the missing acoustic cues, such comma slots seem to be addressable only by adding text based features to our approach in the BN case.
Contribution of Feature Streams
We examined the contribution of the different feature streams to punctuation. Fig. 2 shows results with using P P label only, P P label + P P dur and P P label + P P dur + SIL dur features. It is remarkable that without the SIL dur features, performance saturates around 0.80 precision and cannot improve further. We were experimenting with a fourth feature stream by adding acoustic confidence of the aligned PPs, but observed that this deteriorates the performance (introduces noise). We were also experimenting with a direct word slot based feature extraction, but this gave us unsatisfactory results. Therefore we also argue that supra-segmental structure and phrase sequence as is are important cues for prosody based punctuation which are mostly missed when extraction of prosodic features is consid- Figure 2 : Effect of using reduced feature sets. BABEL test set, sparse PP segmentation. ered only locally (around hypothesized word boundaries) and not in a supra-segmental approach.
Conclusions
In this paper we proposed a prosody based punctuation scheme based on automatically recovering the PP structure, and model this coupled with ASR pause duration features in a sequential approach with a small BiLSTM neural network. We obtained excellent punctuation recovery on a lecture alike corpus. The proposed method is fast to train and introduces little latency (with a single target slot preceding the last PP in the sequence) by being robust against ASR errors. We outlined a slight impact of PP alignment density and sequence window on punctuation. Switching to a broadcast news corpus, punctuation power was maintainable for periods using some adaptation cycles for the RNN model, but we noticed a considerable performance drop for commas. Indeed, acoustic evidence seems to be limited regarding comma slots in broadcast news, which can be counteracted by including text based features in a hybrid approach (the proposed RNN module can also yield posteriors for this). We believe the strengths of the proposed prosody based punctuation approach are its low computational needs, automatic PP recovery, ASR error robustness, RNN approach and little latency.
